Well, it has been a whirlwind week of media and TV coverage
as the world awakens to our recovery of Halifax bomber
HR871. We are now over the 500 mark of people following our
exciting salvage of this RCAF Halifax. The funds are coming in
very steadily and with much enthusiasm and we are almost up
to $17,000!
We are staying ahead of our costs for the recovery! I should
mention that while we have this great Fundrazr site for your
donations we also have the original Halifax 57 Rescue. for
donations. This website has much information and past reports
of all we have done to uphold the history and heritage of the
stalwart old Halifax aircraft that our warriors flew to Victory in
WWII. We can accept donations here and at our website so
have a look to study up on what we have done, and will do, as
we save Halifaxes from around the world. I should point out
that due to a frustrating technical glitch this author has been
unable to load Progress Report 60 and 61 on our official
website at www.57rescuecanada.com
To alleviate and expedite our communications and progress
with all of you, I will maintain this line of reporting via these
UPDATES at Fundrazr until our website problem can be fixed.
Then I will have reports and updates for all of you at both
locations!
To all of you who have donated and are going to receive those
great perks as listed on this site I have all your emails and have
a stack of packages ready to be fired off to your received
mailing addresses. I am almost out of the great H57RC baseball
hats so have ordered a 3rd order of these hats!!, to keep up
with the donations and demand.
To review this week on all that is "cookin" in our Halifax
kitchen, with more than 1 burner getting hot as we gather all
the ingredients of a great recipe for saving our Bomber
Command history, here are 3 of the great articles, videos, and
reports that have come out this week.

